
Mail Processing Solutions

Parascript Mail Processing solutions automate numerous business 
applications. These include commercial and enterprise mail sortation, 
signature verification for vote by mail, and capture-to-process for transaction 
mail digitization. Available for domestic and international markets.

Parcel, Letter, and Flat Sortation
Experience higher accuracy in reading addresses and make the most of  how parcels, 
letters and flats are sorted in order to minimize processing costs and maximize mail 
discounts. 

• AddressScript® reads addresses on letters, flats and parcels, enabling automation 
of  one of  the most vital challenges of  the mail industry. It reads any character type - 
cursive, handprint and machine print - in any combination to provide a single recogni-
tion solution. 

• AddressParcel Plus® allows postal and shipping agencies to locate and read greater 
volumes of  parcel and bundle addresses more accurately and quickly, so they can 
truly reap the benefits of  an automated environment. Based on our AddressScript® 
technology, AddressParcel Plus recognizes destination addresses on packages with 
the highest read rates available in the industry.

Incoming Mail Sortation
Reduce labor costs and get mail to its destination faster by applying the same 
recognition technologies used by commercial mailers and postal operators to incoming 
mail.

• InMailRouter® automatically reads and enables sorting of  the entire spectrum of  
incoming mail, including letters and postcards in facilities that range from high-volume 
postal mail processing centers to mailrooms of  large corporate organizations.
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Capture-to-Process
Parascript technology delivers capture-to-process automation that allows for forms and 
transaction processing directly from the mailroom. 

• FormXtra SDK® sets new standards for accuracy, flexibility and speed. By combin-
ing the power of  our flagship recognition software with a form definition module, we 
enable solution providers to easily integrate forms processing into their solutions and 
propel bottom-line impact by putting forms data extraction into production sooner. 
FormXtra SDK increases productivity, captures more information and reduces data 
entry costs.

Vote by Mail
Efficiently verify and sort incoming vote-by-mail envelopes. Parascript’s award-winning 
signature verification technology locates signatures on envelope images and verifies 
signature authenticity on absentee ballots. 

• SignatureXpert® minimizes the need for visual sampling with 100% signature valida-
tion on all documents. Verify vote by mail signatures by comparing signatures from 
ballot envelopes to signatures from the voter registration system or absentee ballot 
application. Parascript provides the highest degree of  accuracy for any application 
that needs to verify signatures.

For more information, to find a Parascript Partner, or to become a Parascript 
Partner call us at 888-225-0169 or visit parascript.com. 
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